
Trash Art essential tools and supplies for students to bring:
(Mark your name on everything that you want to take back home!)
[ ] Craft Scissors - 2 sizes - large and small, with pointed tips
[ ] All-purpose Utility Scissors (looks like EMT shears but costs less)
[ ] Wire cutters
[ ] Hole punch
[ ] 12” Ruler
[ ] Tweezers
[ ] Acrylic paint brushes of various sizes, one large and flat for applying base and sealers
[ ] One black grease pencil
[ ] One black Sharpie Ultra Fine Point Marker
[ ] One 16 oz. container of Modge Podge
[ ] Elmers White Glue
[ ] Craft glue - non-toxic, clear, transparent (Aleene’s Tacky Glue or the Dollar Tree brand)
[ ] Roll of blue painter’s tape
[ ] Roll of large freezer paper (one side coated with plastic)
[ ] Newspaper (bring a few sheets every week to cover your workspace for easy cleanup!)
[ ] Plastic and cloth work gloves to protect your hands
[ ] A roll of Freezer paper (plastic on one side)
[ ] Safety glasses
[ ] Toolbox to transport tools and supplies
[ ] Several shoeboxes or big take-out food containers (for transporting your work in progress
as needed)

Optional:
I can provide some adhesives and paints until I run out. Options to bring as needed or if
you want your own to use or a better selection of paint colors:
[ ] Glue Gun
[ ] Metal Nippers
[ ] Hair dryer
[ ] Acrylic paints
[ ] Small pack of crafting needles
[ ] Small tube of E6000 Adhesive (clear Transparent)

Some of the things you can start gleaning from your trash bin, recycling bin, and junk drawers
to bring to class to share or to use while working at home:

● Colorful magazines and mailers, printed on good-quality paper with lots of photos
● Colorful bits of plastic and foil
● Anything that is smaller than your fist that has an interesting color, shape, or texture
● Small bits of metal, old keys, clock parts, broken costume jewelry, etc.


